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stuff on canvas, 
photographed and 
coloured 

Houseman Minimal Illustration 

Making and mixing images, co-
louring them and quickly crea-
ting something new out of old 
stuff. Digital tools are offering 
temporary results, sometimes 
only for a photo, a graphic or an 
image for this magazine. 
I thought about creating some, fi-
gurative works, out of trash with 
some fun inside. Words, lines 
and colour out of the digital can, 
with the penciltool  or the mouse 
rounded the rough idea and got 
part of the workstyle like my digi-
tal handwriting in vectorlines or 
pixels gets part of the ART. 



Look at me I was a piece of plas-

tic, I got digital recycled now I 

feel fantastic with no plastic in-

side me. It‘d be fantastic with 

no plastic in the fields and in 

the sea for all of you and me.



Pencil and colours out of the digitalcan. 
Working quickly, with easy tools „surrealizes“ the processing by thin-
king automaticly. 
Perfection is not the idea, fresh phantasy out of quickness that‘s 
standing behind these works. Doing and to find out something unex-
spected is the motivation, that‘s exspected with these works. 



Connecting several images to a new one, adding colours , some lines, 
some words, that is what I‘ m doing in mixworks. Sometimes new ideas  
are rising in mixworks, to try out is the intention. It makes fun, hope 

you can see it .  A free flowing mind without any frame, edges or bor-
derlines enlages creativity. That‘s how art works. Still that‘s what art 
stands for today. The freedom of art and freedom for all.

Resistance is the mother of art, art is not for white only, it‘s coloued.

There is no leading culture, for culture is leading us all into the future.























































Schokoladennazipanei

REKLAMESchleichKUNST









Reclamart, plakatabrisse, Typofragmentra

After a hard rainstorm I found these relicts of ad-
vertising like readdymades. I had nothing to do, 
but to choose  the cutouts. By the way as you see 
they are pretty inspirative for brainstorm.





















DIGITAL COLOURED
TRAINDOODLES

I call my pencil 
sketches, traindoodles 

for they are made in 
the train. They are 

the origin of the-
se simply popy 

coloured  Illustra-
tions. 

Bold colours and 
contrasts adding an 

expressive colouration 
to the fast sketchwork. 

Popart is not the intention, 
also if it looks a few like that. 

I see it more as a fast expessi-
onism with a surreal attribution 

by chance and speed. Art is ever 
surreal for me.
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Words, images and design by
Stefan Kindermann

© 2020 Stefan Kindermann

Guckbook is a private artmagazine the content is art only. 
It‘s me, who is responsible for all the contense. 
Please do not copy my art without permission. 
contact: info@stefankindermann.de for everything 
about Guckbooks. More information about my art at:
stefankindermann.de

Thanks for beeing interessted in my art and respecting my copyrights. 
Links are allways welcome. It would be nice to see you again having a 
look to my next Guckbook. Bye-bye.
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